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VI.
of Numbers.

definitions.
I. / ~' Onibinatirns of Things are, the Various Ways a number of Things may be taken
and join ’d together, either in respect of the Order of the Whole , or the Choice
of a number of Particulars out of the Whole . But this will be more clearly un¬
derstood by the Species into which Comlinations are distinguiih’d, viz. Permutations,
EleSUons, and Compositions
II . Permutations , ot Changes, or( , as feme call them, Alternations) are such Com¬
binations of any number of Things wherein respect is had to the Order ot the Whole,
either as to Place or Succession, thus. (i Q) In regard of Place : Any number of Things
being proposd, the number of different W7ays these Things may be disposed in an equal
number of determin’d Places, so that they shall never be all in the same Places, is-calsd
respect of Place). Exa . Suppose 6 Things A, B , C, D, E , F,
their Changes in(
are to be dtlpos’d in 6 Places : This may be done various Ways, according-to the.different
Places every one may posiesi, Regard being still had to the Whole ; i . e. if any two, or
more of them change Places, that makes a new Alternation or Order of the Whole , tho’
all the rest remain unchang’d.
(2 0) In regard of Succession: The different Ways several Things maybe taken or
order'd in Succession one after another , are also call’d Changes, or Alternations, as to Or¬
der of Succession, depending upon the taking of A, or B, or any one of them, ist or
2d, &c. And as the taking any one. of them ist or gd, &c. may be call’d putting them
in the ist, od, So. Place of the Succession, this shews the Coincidence of these two
Ways of ordering Things , as to the Number of Changes ,' For they are both reducible
to one Notion cf Place, either as it relates to Space, which is more strictly call’d Place ;
, as to the Number of Changes, is the fame ; for Place y;
Or to Time and SucceJJionwhich
cannot be better distinguissi’d than by numbering them xst, ad, 3d, &c. and the Order cf
Succession of Things is distinguishable no other Way, than by marking which Thing is
1st, 2d, 3d, £&-.
III . EleElions or Choices are Combinations which regard not the Order of the
Whole , but the Way cf taking a particular Number out of the W7hole. Thus, Suppose
a lesser number of Things is to be taken out of a greater, and we are at liberty to take
them out of any Part of the Whole ; the number of Ways this may be done, so that
seme (-one at least) shall be different in every Choice or Combination , is call’d the Choices
of that number of Things ,in the other. Eta. If 4 Men are to be drawn out ot loo,,
the number of Ways this can be done, so as some one of them shall be a different Man,
is the Choices of 4 Men (or any other Things ) in 100.
COROLLARIES.
1ft. The Choices of 1 in any Number is equal to that Number ; and any Number
can be taken out of itself but once, or one Way.
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If any Number iVis equal to two Numbers, A j+ 5, the Choices of A and B in
are equal : For , since the one being taken, the other is left ; then as many Choices as
you can take away of the one, so many you leave of the other.
^d. If two Numbers differ by i , as A and A j - - x, the Choices of A in A 4- - i is
—I ; because the Choices of i in A J- - i is A ~\~ i , and the Choices of
equal to ^ —j
A and i are equal.
zd.

JV

IV . Compositions are limited Elections. Thus , conceive two or more different Setts
(or Systems,) cf Things , containing each the same, or a different number of Things;
then suppose we are to chuse out of the whole a number of Things , either equal or un¬
equal to the number of Setts, so that we take some Part out of every Sett [ if possible,
i . e. if the number of Setts be not greater than the number to be chosen ; for then we
may take any Choice of a number of the Setts equal to the number to be elected [] the
number of Choices thus limited is call’d the Compositions of that number of Things out
of that number of Setts. Exa. Suppose x6 Companies of Men, 16 Men may be drawn
out of these various Ways, taking only I Man out of each Company, and the number of
Choices we can make with this Limitation of I out of each Company, is tilt Compojitions
of 16 in the x6 Companies.
THEOREM

i.

If any Number vVis resolv’d into two Parts, Af- - E, the Changes of N or A -]- E
are equal to the Product of the Changes of A, and of F ; and the Elections of Aor( E y
which are equal by CoroL 2 . to Defi’i. 2d) in -Ast- - B.
Exa. If the Changes of 4 be 24 , and of 6 be 720, and the Elections of 4 in 10
( = 4 ■{- 6 } be 2x0, then the Changes of 10 will be 24X 720 X 212 = 2158S00.
Demon.

Conceive

a number cf Places equal to A st- - B represented;
by Points set in a Row , as in the Margin : wherein there are

dtstinguilh’d a Number equal to A on the left, and the remainder equal to B on the right : It 's certain that in every
. one of the Changes cf Af- - B Things in-all these Places,
.
some one particular Election cf a number of Things equal to
-y 1"“ ",
^ must possess that individual number cf places equal to jt
B 10
A
which lies first on the left hand. Suppose any one Election
of A Things to possess these Place;, it’s plain they can continue there so long , and no
longer, than till all their Changes in these Places be join ’d with ail the Changes of the
remaining B Things in the remaining Places on the right hand ; and t life fe wii! make so
many different Changes cf the whole, viz. a Number equal to the Product of the Chan¬
ges of A into the Changes of B : But then every Election cf A I hings out of the whole
will possess these A Places, that lie first on the left hand, as often, or in as many diffeient
Clianges of the whole, as the first Election did ; and when every Election of A has pos¬
sess'd these A Places as often as possible, ( i. e. in as many different Clianges of the whole
as the Product cf the Changes of A and E) then all the Changes of the whole are finiih’d.
Consequently they are the continual Product os the Changes of A, and of B, and the
may be express’d in Characters, thus
:
B Which
Elections of A { ox B J in A
- st.
. A in Aso
c h : Af - - B ~ c h : A, XV h • Elect
—4

B6“ '

THEOREM

2d.

Let any Number jVbe equal to two others A 1-E, the number of those different Alter¬
nations ,of the wholeW, in which the Part A will possess the fame number oi certain deter¬
mines
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in’J Places, is equal to the Product of the number of Alternations of A by those
of B.
Exa. IF the Changes of 6 are 720, of 2 if they are 2, and of 4 they are 24 ; then a
certain Choice .of 4 Things will possessa certain Choice of 4 Places, 48 ( = 24 X 2 )
times or in 48 different Oranges of the whole.
D e mo n. It ’s plain that the Number A may possess an equal number of determin’d
Places as long as while all their Alternations in these Places be join ’d with all the Alterna¬
tions of the remaining Things B in the remaining Places, and no longer.
Observe; If you ask how long these A Things will keep these determined Places without
changing in them, then the Number is that of the Alternations of £.

it.

THEOREM

3d.

If a Number n ( — a -}- I) is to be elected out of a greater N, the Number of different
Elections, in which a certain Choice of a Things will cast up, is equal to the number of
Elections of b in N — a.
Exa. If the Elections of 6 in 10 are 210 ; and of 4 in 8 10
(—
— 2) they are 70 ;
■then chuse any 2 out of the whole 10, and that Choice will come up with 70 different
■Choices of 6 in 10.
Demon. Take
away any Choice of a from N , the Choices of b in the Remain¬
der N — a being join ’d with that Choice of a, make all the Choices of a j - - b in which
tliis particular Choice of a is concern’d.
THEOREM

4th.

The Elections of any Number A in another greater than it, N, ate equal to the Sum
■of the Elections of ^k and of A 1— in N— 1.
Conceive all the Units of the Number As to be disposed in
Demo
n.
a Row , and one of them to be taken off, from the left hand,
As
■so that there remain N — x on the right : It’s evident that
the Choices of A in N —
1
are a part of the Choices of A
..
&c.
in the whole N; and ’tis as plain that , having these, we
'—- -v—'
want none of the Choices sought (viz. of A in N) but those
A7"— 1
in which the Unit taken off is concern’d ( or makes one of
the Units chosen). And it's again plain, that these are had
by joining that Unit with all the Choices of A x—
in N — 1, because that Unit being
join ’d to A —
1 , makes the Number A and
;
being join ’d to all the Choices of A — 1 in
N —r , makes all the Choices of A in( As) in which that Unit is concern’d : Which
Number therefore being added to the Choices ot' A in N —- 1, makes the whole Choices
of A in N.
Problem
T0 find how many Alternations or Changes any Number of different Things is ca¬
pable of,
R v X. e. Take the Natural Series of Numbers from 1 (viz. I , 2, 3, 8c .) up to
the given Number ; multiply them together, the last Product is the Answer.
Exa. 1 . The Changes of 3‘Things are 6 ■
= 1 X 2 X 3> represented as in the Mar¬
gin, by 3 Letters, A, B, C.
Exa . id.
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Exa. 2d .
The Changes of 8 Things are, 40323 = :
1 X 2 X 3 X 4 X 5 X 6 X 7 X 8 , So that if there are 8
in a Company, they may change Places so, that the Orof the whole lhall-be varied 40,j 20 different Ways.

Demo
n. H the Rule is true in any one Cafe, (/. e. of a Number W, it’s true of
the next above, or of W -f- x Things ; and consequently of all above : But tis true ci 2
Things , A , B, whose Changes are only 2 = 1X2, for they can be order’d only thus,
A B or B A; therefore ’tis true of all Numbers. What remains then to be demonstra¬
ted is this ; That if the Rule : is true of W Things , it ’s true also of A7- }- 1 Things ',
which is demonstrated thus:
By Theorem 1, the Changes of W -+ - 1 are r= ch: Ny , ch: 1, X elect: W in W-f 1.
But the Changes of 1 are only x ; that is, one Thing can be taken but one Way : And
the Elections of Win W - f- 1 are W J- - 1 (Carol, 3 , Befin. 2 ) therefore the Changes
of W - J- 1 are — fB :WX -^ + 1 • But the Changes of W, according to the Rule , are

WxwT~t x W—2X&c-Xj, (or1x 2_X_3y &c.NJ-,and

if

this

is

right
, then

the Changes of W -f - x are W -J- 1 yNyN—
1 Sec.X x- (or 1X2X3,
Le . X W * 1.)
which being also according to the Rule , this is therefore right.
Or, this Article may be demonstrated independently of Thear. 1 , from the nature of
Alternations only, thus ,' In every Change of W - J- 1 Things , some one Thing must
posless the isl Place, and there it may continue til] the remaining W Things change Places
as oft as possible ; each of which Changes join ’d with that One in the isl Place, makes so
many different Changes of the Whole : And , since any One of the Whole may possess the
ist Place as oft, it follows that the Changes of W Things muldply’d by the Whole num¬
ber of Things , W -f- 1, gives all the different Changes of W - J- 1. _ Buc ch -. N — N X
X WZ1T &c. x 1.
Therefore ch: W - f- 1 = W -f- 1 %Ny W —1, fe . X 1 j which
is the Rule.

Scuo l. I . We have learnt how to find the Number of Changes of any Number of
Things ; but if it should also be requir’d actually to take them all out, or represent them,
for Example , by Letters ; there is one Certain Method of proceeding , by which we -can
go thro’ the whole with the greatest Ease and Distinctness, so as to run no hazard ( or the
least possible; of omitting any Change , or taking any one oftner than once. This Me¬
thod will be made clear by a few Examples.
Ex

a.

1 . For 2 Things A,

B,

the Changes

are

these 2, AB , B A.

Exa. 2 d. For 3 Things, A, B,C, the Changes are 6, which you see already taken
out ; only , to save superfluous writing , they may be order’d as in the Margin ; where,
because every Letter possesses the ist Place twice , iiz. till the
A B C\ B A C CAB
remaining two have chang’d twice , therefore I write that
Letter down but oncein the ist piace , supposing it to belong
B A
C B \ CA
to the ist Place of the next Change , which is left not fill’d up.

Exa. 3

abed
dc
c b d
d b
d bc
c b

d.

For 4 Things, a, b, c,

haed
c a b d da b c
dc
cb
d b
cad
bad
bac
d a
d a
c a
d a-c
dab
cab
c a
ba
I a

the Changes are 24, as they are here re¬
presented ; where every Letter possesses the
1 st Place 6 times , tv'4. till the remaining 3
have chang’d 6 times , whose Changes are
order’d the fame way as in the preceding
Example.

d,

Exa. i\ th.
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For 5 Things , a,b , c, d, e, their Changes are I2Q ( = 24 X 5) taken
as here represented. Where Observe, that because the Changes
b a cd e
abede
of 4 are 24, so, in taking out these of 5, every Letter must
ed
ed
postess the 1ft Place 24 times, i. tv till the remaining 4 Letters
dce
dee
make 24 'Changes ; tvhich are taken out according to the Me¬
er
€C
thod ' of Ex a. ash.
ec d
erd
I have carried tire Work no farther here than to 48 Changes,
dt
,d c
wQ. while the two first Letters, a, b, postess the lit Place each
24 times ; the rest are easily conceiv’d by these.
cade
cbd e
By these Examples the Method for any other Number may
ed
ed
easily understood, one depending always upon the preceding :
be
e
b
d
d ae
if there were 6 Things whose Changes are 720 = 120 %6
So,
da
eb
of them must possess the ist Place 120 times, vQ. till the
each
end
e bd
5 make their 122 Changes. And, Observe, that as
remaining
db
d a $5
every Letter has the 1st Place as oft as the Changes os the re¬
maining Number, so, while it possesses the ist Place, the Letter
db c e
dace
ec
next it in the ist Change of those wherein it has the ist Place
ec
cae
possesses that next (or 2tl) Place as oft as the number of Chan¬
c be
cJ a
ges of the remaining Letters after this one ; and then the next
ec
Letter is advane’d into that 2d Place ; and so on, till they are
•e a c
ebc
all successively in the id Place. The same is to be observ’d of
ca
cb
the 3d and 4th , &c. Places : Then , when all the Letters after
ac d
eb c d
the ist have postess’d the 2d Place, a new Letter is advane’d
dc
dc
into the ist Place, and so the Changes proceed with that Letter
cad
cb d
in the ist Place as they did before.
da
d b
Or , if we trace the Order from the right hand to the left,
dac
d bc
then observe that the two Letters on the right hand ( in the
ca
,c b
1st Order of -the given Letters ) having -chang'd twice, a new
Letter is advane’d into the 3d Place ( counting now from right
to left) and what was last in the 3d Place is put in the 2d Place ; and this new Letter in
the 3d Place is there till the 2 on its right hand change twice, and then the ist Letter (on
the right) is advane’d to the 3d Place : Then , when the first 3 Letters have thus poffess’d
the 3d Place, each of them twice, i. e. as oft as the Changes of the remaining 2, a new
Letter is advane’d into the 4th Place ( by making the Letters in the 3d and 4th Places
change) and there it continues till the remaining 3 Letters make all their Changes : And
so on till all the •Letters are advane’d to all the Places from the right .to the left Hand.
An attentive Consideration of the preceding Examples will make all this very clear.
But Observe again , that the Number of Changes grow so fast upon the Series of Num¬
bers, that the Changes of a small number of Things can never be all represented. For
Example: The Changes of 10 are 3628806 ; and allowing a Man to take out 300 of
them every Hour , it would cost him 304 Days to finissi them all, tho’ he works at it
Night and Day without Interruption : But if we only double the Number of Things,
i . e. take 20, the Changes are 187,146,308,321,280,000 ; so greata Number, that if a
Man could take out 500 of them every Hour ( which yet I doubt any Man could do )
it would take him upwards of 42 thousand million of Years to finish them all. For , di¬
vide the Changes by 300, the Quote is 374292616642560 Hours ; which divided by 24,
quotes 15595525693440 Days, which makes 42,727,330,666 Years 70 Days.
Exa, 4 th.

. 1. In this Problem the Things to be chnngd are fuppos’d to be so many
Schoi
distinct Individuals; which, tho’ equal or alike in some respects,yet are distinct and different
from one another in that respect upon which the Variety of Change depends ; and lo are
capable
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capable of a real Difference, and Variety of Order : But if two, or more, of them are the
same, or like in that respect upon which the Change depends, so that they admit of no
Variety among themselves; Then the Number found by the former Rule must be cor¬
rected. I shall first explain this Likeness and Difference of Things.
Whatever Likeness we suppose among Things , while we consider them as only numeri¬
cally different, this is a sufficient Foundation for all the Variety of Order or Change in
the preceding Problem : But if we make the Subject of the Change any Thing which
they have all in common, or which is common to any Number of them, the Case is

different. For Example ; Suppose 3 Letters, whereof 2 of them are the fame as to
Sound, as A, A, B, these are not capable of all the Variety, in respect of the Order and
Succession of Sounds that 3 different Letters have, because the two A's having no Variety
of Sound, admit of no Change betwixt themselves, as two different Letters do : So the
Changes here are only 3, viz. A AB , ABA , BAA; whereas 3 different Letters
have 6 Changes . But if we take two different Characters, as A, a, and make the Change
regard only the Places of different Characters, without regard to Sound, then it ’s the
fame thing what Sounds they represent, they are 3 different Things as to Shape, and so
have all the Variety of any 3 different Things as to Order of Place.
Take another Example: Suppose 4 Bells, whereof 2 of them have the fame Note or
Tone in Musick; then, if we consider the Changes these 4 Bells are capable of in the
succession of their Sounds, as Notes of Musick, they have not so many as were they all
different Notes ; because the two that have the same Note cannot change with one ano¬
ther , and so it 's no matter which of them is first struck, it makes the fame succession of
Notes. Indeed if we consider' em only as 4 Sounds, emitted from 4 distinct Bodies, they are
in this respect capable of all the Variety of any 4 different Things , tho' they had all one
Note ; but the Variety in this respect is not to be perceiv’d by the Ear , unless the specifick
difference of the Sounds be all different, and then the Changes may be said to turn upon
that , otherwise the Changes of them can only be mark’d by different Names to the
4 Bells.

Problem

2 d*

To find all the Changes of any number of Things , whereof 2 or more are the fame,'
in that respect upon which the Change depends:
Rule . Find the Changes of the Given Number, and also the Changes of that
Number of them which are the fame, or like, by Prohl . 1; divide the former by this, the
Quote is the true number of different Changes. But if there are more than One Part of
the Given Number that consist of Things like among themselves, ( One Part being still
difserent Things from another) then take all the Parts( i.e. all their Numbers) which consist
of like Things among themselves; find the Changes of each of these Numbers by Prohl. 1.
then multiply them continually together, and by the Product divide the Changes of the
Given Number found by Prohl. 1, the Quote is the true Number fought.
Ex a. 1. Of 6 Things , whereof 3 are the fame, the Changes are 120 : For the Chan¬
ges of 6 different Things are 720, those of 3 are 6 ; then 720 — 6 = 120.
Exa. 2. Suppose 8 Notes of Musick whereof 3 are the fame, and 2 are the fame
but different from the former 3, and both different from the remaining 3, as,fa,fa,fa,
sol, sol, la, mi, fa, the Variety in the succession of these 8 Notes, is 3360 ; thus, the
Changes of 8 different Notes are 40320 ; of 2 there are 2, and of 3 there are 6 ; then
2 X 6 t= x2} and 40320 -j- 12 = 3360.

uu
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Suppose any number oFChanges N — A 4 - B, by Tbeor. 1, ch: —
Demon.
— cb : A % ab: B X Elect . Aor( B) in N ,' therefore if any Number, as A, of these
Things has but one Order , (as when they are like Things , or the lame in that respect up¬
( B) in N: that
on which the Variety depends) in this Cafe ch'. N —ch: B X Elect. Aor
’d as different
consider
A,
cb:
by
divided
be
to
is
i.
.
Probl
by
found
Number
the
is,
Things . Again ; if there is another part of the given Number all like Things , as, sup¬
pose B ■—C-j- Z), and that the Number C are like Things , then, by what’s already lheivn,
thech .' B, taken by Pr obi. 1 , must be divided by cb:C ; Consequently, the cb: N ( by
Probl. 1 .) are to be first divided by cb: A, to correct the Error arising from A being like
Things ; and this Quote again divided by cb: C, to correct the Error arising from C being
like Things ; and so on, however many Parts are like Things : But it’s the fame to divide
cb.N continually by any Numbers one after another, or all at once, by the continual Pro¬
duct of these Numbers. Wherefore the Rule is true.
zd-

Problem

To find the EltBions vf any lesser number of Things out of a greater number of
Things all different.
Take the Series 1, 2, 3, Scc. up to the Number to be elected, and multiply
Rule.
them continually together 5 then take a Series of as many Terms , decreasing by 1, from.
the Number out of which the Election is to be made, and multiply them continually toge¬
ther : Divide this Product by the former, the Quote is the Number fought.
Ex

a.

1 . The Choices of 2 in 6 are 15

1A

2

— $9
a

Exa. 2 . The Choices of 4 in ? are 126 —
Ch oices of A in B are expres. ’d th us;
■fee. 'AB — A — 1
B X B :zr l % B — 2 X
. &c. x A
x
4
X
z
X
xa2

Universally, the

.’ Suppose B ~ A- j- D,then , by Tbe or, 1, cb'. B— clr.A x cb: D x Elect.
DemoN
cb: B r - ch:A x rk-. D. Now , by Probl i,
( B)
A (in B) ; Hence Ele ctions A in
cb: B — B x B -^ ~7 x B — 2 &c. x 1 ; And ’tis evident, that in this Series there must be
one Term equal to D ( sinceD is less than B) And therefore this Series may be thus express’d, cb: B — B X £ — i , Scc. X D x B 1— &c. x x . But sinceZ5 — A -4- Z) Aid
D — B — Aj_ therefore the Term of this Series next above D or fi —A is B — A -\- i—
B _ 1&c. x
—
— R — A _1 ; therefore the Series may be also thus exprefs'd, ch B Bx
- i &c. xi . Now the ch : D " Dx P 1— &c. x I , the refore
- ivstxD
cb : B being divided by ch: O, the Quote is = . B x S —1Scc. xB — A 1— ; also
, the last Quote being divided by this, the Quote is
ch -A 1— x 2 x 3 Scc. x A. And
. A in B.
—
is — ch : B -1. eh-. A x ch: D Elect
\ which
1 x 2 Scc. x A
Which beirig according to the Rule , ’tis therefore right.
But we may also demonstrate this Rule independently of Tbeor. 1, from the Nature of
Elections only, thus:
If the Rule is true in any one Cafe, (/. e. of the Elections of A in B) it s therefore
in any
true of the next Cafe, or of A 1■+■ in £ • But the Rule is true of the Choices of 1 Num.
-
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Number B, which, according to the Rules, are ® — B, which is the true Number , (as
has been observ’d in Carol, i , Definit. 3.) Therefore the Rule is true of the Choices of
2 in B, and consequently of 2, and every other N.umber : What is to be demonstrated
then is this ; That because the Rule is true of any Number A in B, it's therefore true of
A -+- 1 in B ; which I thus demonstrate.
Take any one Choice of A out of B, there remain B — A things ; and if each Unit of
this Remainder be severa’ly combin’d with that Choice of A, we shall hereby have as many
Choices of A as
the Number B — A exprelies. Again ; If we take every other
Choice of A, and combine them with every Unit of their several Remainders, for every
one we {hall have as many Choices of A 4- 1 as B — A exprelies ; i , e. in the whole a
number of Combinations of A4- - j , equal to the Product of the Cho ices of a in( B) by
B — A ; which , according to the Rule , is ? *
fCC
’ X B T' f f. - —1 x B — A =
_
1 x 2■sec.
x A
B x B 1— Lc. y B — A 1— V JB— A
n. .
. ^ ^ .. .
^
—-...
>
cut
now
these
Combinations ot Ah- x
ix
2 Sec. x A
that we have thus fuppos’d are not all different ; and to find how many of them are so,
take any one Election of A 4 - 1, and call it the first; then conceive all the Elections of A
that arc in this first Election of A 4 -1 ( which are so many of the Elections of AmB) to
be combin’d with each Unit of their Remainders in B, these make so many of the pre¬
ceding Combinations of A + I ; and it’s plain, that with each of these Elections of A
(in this first Election of A Ar i ) so join ’d with each Unit of their Remainders in J3,
there will arise one Combination of A
1, Coincident with this first Election of A + 1;
for each Election of A, in this Election of A + 1, being join ’d with the remaining Unit
in the fame Election of A 1-|- , coincides with it : Wherefore as many Elections of A
as are in this first Election of A I■
+ ■ (which are in Number Af- - 1) so many of the pre¬
ceding Combinations of A -4- 1 are coincident, and therefore not different Elections of
A A- 1.
But the fame is, for the like reason, true of every other really-different Election of
A A~ 1 in B • so that for every really-different Election of A j- - 1 in B, there arc —
|—1
Combinations of A - 1 Things taken in the preceding Work , which are coincident
Elections of Aj- - 1 Things ; wherefore we must divide that first Number of Combina¬
tions of A -f- i Things by A 1
(which is done by multiplying the Divisor of that
Operation by A +
1 ) the Quote is the true Nu mber of the different Elections of Aj - - 1
in B, which is this, ^ - - L
~A exactly according to the
Rule.
In the following Scholium you fce yet another Way of demonstrating this Rule.
ScHol.
1 . The Elections of any Number in any greater may be found and
dispos’d in a Table (where they may be afterwards had by Inspection) which may be car¬
ried on in infiiitmn ,' whereof you have here a Specimen; the Construction of which is
obvious, every Column being made of the Sums of the preceding so far, or of the Sum
cf the preceding Terms of the fame and the preceding Column The Numbers to be
elected stand on the head of the Table , the first Column being the Numbers out of which
the Elections are to be made, and the several Numbers of these Columns shew the Elections
cf the Number on the head in the corresponding Number of the first Column.
Ex a. The
Elections of 7 in id are 120, found in the Column .under 7, and against
10 in the first Column.
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Numbers to be elected.
6
7
5
4
3

8

9

Numbers of Elections.

1

3 3
4 6
5 10
6 15
7 21
8 28
9
10
11
12

Combinations

1

4
13

1

5

20

i5

35

35
70

56
84 126
36
45 120 210
55 165 33°
66 220 495

1
6
21

1

7

z
8

28
126
84
252 210
462 462

36
x20
33°

792

792

56

924.

1
9

45
165

I
13
55

495 220

The Construction and Use of this Table being thus explain’d, I shall next demonstrate,
that it contains the true number of Elections, according to the Rule for using it, thus:
If i , a, b, c, iic. represent the numbers of Choices of any Number », in the several
Terms of the progression of Numbers from n upwards , then the sum of this Series of '
are the several Choices of * -f- 1 in the seve¬
a p- 6,
Choices, viz. i , i -f- *, I
ral Terms of the progression of Numbers from
f - i upwards. This is plain from Theor. 2,
u
f- 1 : n -f- 2 : n 3-{:
h nproves, that the Choices of a in s
which
i .* a : b : c
are the sum of the Choices of a and a — i in
1
n i— ; i. e. that the Choices of nf- - i in
any number of the Series from n 4-1 is the sum
of the Choices of n f- - x and n in the preceding lesser Number ; But the Choices of # axe
in the Series x, a,b,c, &c. and the Choices of n i- |- in n -f- I are x ; Therefore the
a, i -f- a , -+>£ &c.
Choices of # -pi,in all the Numbers greater,are in the Series I , I
; i. e. are the
Number
that
to
equal
are
,
But again ; The Choices of i , in any Number
natural Series i , 2, z, 4, tic. consequently the Choices of 2 in the Series of Numbers
from 2, are the Sums of the preceding Series ; and the Choices of 3 in the Series of Num¬
bers from 3, are the Sums of the last Series of Choices : Which makes exactly the pre¬
ceding Table of Elections.
Observe now, That this Table of Elections is the fame as the Table of Triangular
Numbers explain'd in Chap. 2, H2. ( only differently dispos’d ) where it is ssiewn, that the
a Triangular of the b Order, ( or the b Triangular of the a Order) taken from a Series
the Schol. after
(
n— ? Z.2 JL£ See
of Units , is 1
i , Ch. 2.) Now , in this Table of Elections, if the Numbers to be elected are
compar’dwith the Numbers out of which the Election is to be made, the difference of
them is always 1 less than the Place of the Number of Elections in its proper Column :
Thus , the Difference of 4 and 10 is o, and the Elections of 4 in 10 are 2x0, the 7th
Term of the Series of Elections of 4 .- But the Elections of any Number in another are
this
the fame as those of its Difference from that other. Also the several Columns ofTable
- '"
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Table are the several Orders of Triangular Numbers, which because as Triangular Num¬
bers chev are reckon’d frem a Series of Units , the Number of the Order is i more than
the Number on the head of the Table : And, because also the Place of the Number of
Elections in its proper Column, is i more than the Difference of the Number on the head
of the Table and the Number of the first Column out of which it is to be elected;
Therefore 'th plain, that the Elections of any Number a i— out of ano ther n Ele¬
(—
ctions of a —
out of n) are the same Numbers as the n — a — 2or( b) Triangu¬
n
lar of che a Order ; which,by the Rule of Triangulars, is I X “ X
1
2 '
3
a~~ 2 and which, according to the Rule of Elections, expresses the
X &c- X a - —- ’
Elections of <r _ i in n so
;
that the Rule being good for Triangulars , ’tis good also for

*x ^

^Or

if we compare this Table of Elections with theTable

of a Binomial

of

Coefficients of the Powers

Root , ( See Book z , Ch- 2, H I .) ’tis the very same , wanting

the Column

of Units : But the « — » — 2, Coefficient of the n Power, is i X “ X ~rr~
v nthe
-_ __
*

Æ— i

*

x

&c- X

Elections of « — a — i in n ( — Electi ons of a — a in n)
n—I
n —a
X &C. X
according to the Rule of
a— i

same as the

which therefore are

n
I

Elections.

Now at last Observe That as the Demonstration of the Rules of Triangular Numbers
or Coefficients is a Demonslratron of the Rule of Elections, so the fame Rule behi <£ monftrated for Elections, from the Consideration of Elections only, is also a Demonffia-

KStaV
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S c H o l . 2. If ’tis reqnir’d to take out all the Elections of any Number out of a
greater, the Certain and Regular Method Of doing it will be easily understood by the fol¬
lowing Examples.
Exa. i ft. The Elections of 3 out of 5 Things , a, b, c, d, e, are 10,
a de
as in the Margin, which are taken out thus : I take out the first 3 Let¬
abc
ters as they stand in order, abc ; then I put another in the first place
a b d bed
(on the right) succeilively in the order of the Letters, till there is not
abe
bee
another behind ; then I put a new Letter in the second place ( on the
a c d,b d e
right) keeping it there till I change all die Letters in order that are in
the first place; and then I put a new Letter in the third place, keeping
a c e <c d e
it there till I change all the Letters in the second place as oft as possible,
i . e. so as there remain enow behind to make out the Number ; and
with each of these in the second placeI change all those in the first place ■and so on,
if there are more Things elected; as the following Example will further clear.
Exa . 2d. The Elections of 4 in 7 Things : a, b} c , d, e,f , g, are 35, viz.
^

tio tu ‘k, vcV , txo

’Xs

«

»*

<uV .

3K3

*

'*->">

^ ^

‘S

se' 1" , &o best' s

^

*>0 a®

s-ss", ^

r5i

Xss

Vi

The Order of these, carefully considers , is sufficient Direction for any other Case.
add this Observation in the last Example;
That wheng comes in the first
-place

I shall only
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(on the right) the Letrer in the second place is chang’d, and there it stands til) g
comes again in the first place, and then it is chang’d again, and so on till f comes in the
second place ; and then the Letter in the third place is chang’d, and so it stands till the
same Changes as before fall upon the first and second places, i. e. till/ , g come together in
the first and second places ; and then the Letter in the third place is again chang'd ; and
so it goes on till e comes in the third place ; and then the fourth place is chang’d ; and
so on till sucha Letter comes in the last place, that what are behind in the Order of the
Letters do just make up the Number elected.

place

S c H o l . z . The Things out of which an Election is to be made are suppos’d to
be all different, else the Number found by this Problem must be corrected. For example;
If we suppose that out of 4 Notes of Mustek, 2 are to be elected ; and, that 2 of the 4
are equal, or in the seme degree, as fa fa , sol, la, then it is plain that we cannot make
.as many Choices of 2 Notes, that shall be all different Choices, as we could do out of 4
different Notes ; for in 4 different Notes we have 6 Choices of 2 ; but here we have
but 4, viz. fa , fa ; fa , sol ; set, la ,- sol, la. Now ., this being a Limitation upon the
Circumstances of the Election, is a kind of Composition( which is a limited Election)
and the Rule for it will be better understood after the General Rules for Composition;
and , till these are explain’d, I refer it.

Problem

4th.

To find the Sum of all the Choices of every Number that is in any Given Number of
Things all different, (i . e. the Sum of the Choices of 1, and of 2, and of 5, (£c. in any
Number N) without finding the Choices of any of these particular Numbers.
Find the Sum of a Geometrical Progression proceeding from x in the RaRule.
tio 1 to 2, as 1 . 2 . 4 • &c. whose Number of Terms is A7, the Given Number out of
which the Elections are to be made ; That Sum is the Number sought. Or , Find soch
a Power of 2 whose Index is N ,- subtract 1 from that Power, the remainder is the Sura
or Number sought.
Ex a. The Sum of the Elections of every Number that are in 12, is, 1 -f- 2 -4 - 4 -| ~ 8

-1 16 -f 32 - f-

64

-f - 128 -1- 256 -j- 512 4 - 1024 4 - 2048 = 4095 — 2' 1 1—

. a or b,
b, all the Choices here are only 3, vi%
otab ,- if we join another Thing , to make the whole 3, a, b, c,
. h c . d
then ’tis plain, that the preceding Choices in a, b, are so many of
a b ac ad
the Choices in a, b, c, and we want no more of them but these
be b d
wherein c is concern’d, which are only it self, and its Combinations
be ed
with all the preceding ( set in the 3d Column). Again ; join ano¬
ab d
ther, making of the whole 4 Things , a , b,c,d\ the Combinations
a cd
already found in a, b, c are so many of these sought, and we want
bed
only these in which d is concern’d, which are only it self, and its
abed
Combinations, with all the preceding ( sot in the 4th Column). The
someway does the Work go on, by joining one Thing more, for ever.
But it is plain, that the Number of Combinations or Choices in the several Columns
are in Geometrical progression from 1, in the Ratio I to 2; for the first Column has but
one, and every following Column has as many Terms as the Sum of all the preceding, and
one more ; because the Thing on the head of the Column is join’d with all the preceding
Terms : And this is the Property of a Geometrical Progression beginning with 1 in the
Demon.

Suppose only 2 Things a,

Ratio of x : 2 ; for the Sum of sucha Progression is

f ; r being the Ratio , I the
greatest,
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,
rl — n _
i , then is - f I— — 21 I— 10
greatest, and a the lesser ertreme ; but if r is 2, and a =
Wherefore the Sum
that every Term is x more than the Sum of all the preceding. Wherefore
Rule, is the Number
the
in
as
,
progression
Geometrical
a
of
e.
of all these Columns, i.
fought.
Sc h o LI u M t . If several of the things given are the fame, or like (as explained
upon die preceding Problem) this Rule is to be corrected ; and how to do it you’ll find
afterwards.
2d. As we have shewn a Correspondence betwixt the Coefficients of the Powers of a
Binomial Root , and the Number of Elections of" one Number out of another ; so if we
pursue the Comparison, we learn that the Sum of all the Coefficients after the first of any
one Power, is the Sum of all the Elections of every Number given, in a Number equal
to the Index of that Power ; for jExample, The Coefficients of the fourth Power are
X, 4, 6, 4, i ; and the Elections of I , 2, Z, 4 severally in 4, are 4, 6, 4, I ; and
so in any other Case, as is clear by comparison of the Table of Coefficients with that
of Elections, which is the very fame, only wanting the Column of Units , which are
Coefficients of the first Term in every Power. Wherefore it follows that the Sum cf
all the Coefficients, after the first of any Power is the Sum of as many Terms of &Geo¬
metrical progression proceeding from 1, in the Ratio 1 : 2. or taking in the first it is
the Power of 2, whose Index is that given ; as it has been also formerly lhewn in Book 3.
Again , taking the Rule for the Sum of the Coefficients, as it is already demonstrated,,
then the Rule for the Elections is demonstrated from the Cbrrespondence; yet it was sicto demonstrate it also from the nature of Elections.

Problem

5.

To find the Compositions of any Number in an equal Number of sets, the things be¬
ing all different.
Rule. Multiply the Number of things in every set, continually into one another ; the
Product is the answer.
Exa. 1 . Suppose four Companies, in each of which there are nino Men ; to find
how many ways nine Men may be chosen, one out of each Company ; the answers'
is 6561 =pxpxpx9.
all Cases where the Number in each set is equal, the answer is always
Observe. In
such a Power of that Number whose Index is the Number cf Sets, or of other things to be
chosen; which is here the fame.
Exa. 2 . Suppose four Companies ; in one. of which there are six Men, in another
eight, and in each of the other two, nine ; in this case tire Choices ( by composition) of
four Men are 3888 = 6x8xpxp.
Suppose only two sets, it’s plain that every Unit of the one set being
Demon.
combined with every Unit of the other, make all the Compositions of two things in
these two sets; and the Number of them is plainly the Product of the Number in the one
set, by that in the other. Again, if there are three sets, the Composition of two in any
two of them being combined with each Unit of the third one, makes all the Compositions
of three : That is, the Compositions of two, in any two of the sets being multiplied
by the Number of the remaining set, produces the Compositions of three in the three,sets;
which is plainly the continual Product of all the three Numbers in the three sets; and
because it’s no matter in what order several Numbers are continually multiplied, therefore
it ’s no matter which two sets we had supposed to be first taken. For the same Reason the
Rule .is good. for 4, 5, &c. sets. Wherefore , universally, if a }b, c , &c. represent the
Num-
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Numbers in so many sets of things ; the Compositions of as many things out of these
Sets arc, a s b x c x, &c.

Problem

6th*

To find the Compositions of any Number in a greater Number of sets, i. e. how to
chusea Number of Things out of a greater Number of sets, taking but i Thing out of
i set ( the tilings being all different.)
Rule. Find the Elections of the Number to be chosen (n) in the Number of sets
(N) by ProH. 3 ; then find the Compositions of a, in each of these Elections ; by the
last Problem ; the Sum of all these Compositions is the answer. But observe, that as the
Number of Individuals in each set are supposed to be equal or not, there is a difference in
applying the last part of the Rule, thus:
(i ° ’) If the Number of Individuals is equal in each set, call it m • then the Compo¬
sitions in every Election of the sets are equal ; and by Probl. 5 . they are mn; and this
being multiplied by the Elections of n in A7, gives the Number fought.
find the choices of 3 Men out of 5 Companies, which have each 4 Men, so
Exa. To
as to take out 1 Man out of 1 Company, the Elections of 3 in 5 are 10, and the 3d Power
of 4 is 64, then 64 X 10 = 640 the Number fought. But as there are 20 Men in the
whole 5 Companies, if the Choice were unlimited, the NunAer would be 1140.
(2° ') If the Numbers in .each set are not equal, we must actually mark out all the Elections ; and take the compositions of each separately, because they cannot be all equal9
their Sum is the Number sought.
Exa. Suppose5 Companies whose Numbers are a — 2 , b — 3, c — 4, d — 5, e ~ 6,
out of which are to be chosen by Composition 3 Men : The Elections of 3 in 5 are 10,
which being marked out, with the Compositions of 3 in each, the total Sum is 490, as here.
a, b, c
a, b, d
a, b, e
a, c, d

a, c, e
a, d, e
b, c, d
b, c, e ;
c, d, e

Demon . The Reason of every part of
this Rule is obvious from the nature of the thing,
30
2, 3, 6 o
and the preceding Rules9 and need not be further
36
upon.
2, 4, 5 8 & 43 insisted
2, 4, 62. u 48
2. 5, 6 %* 60
60
3>4) 5
72
/ J
3> 4,
J 20
5 6>
4>
2, Z, 4

24

490 total.
Problem

7th*

To find the Compositions of any Number As in a lesser Number of Sets æ, oF things
different, so as some part be taken out of each set.
Let the sets be represented by the Numbers in each ; then ( i °\) distri¬
Rule.
bute die Number N into as many parts as there are Units in n, and do this as many
Avays as poffibie ; after which ( 20') make out all the Alternations of the Terms or
Parts in every distribution, and ( 3° *) compare each Alternation (taking their Terms in
one order, as from left to right) with the Numbers of the several sets, (taken 1!\ the fame
order). These Alternations in which any Term is greater than the Number ot the cor¬
responding set are to be rejected; for this shews that these parts cannot be taken out ot t e
sets in that order 9 and for every other Alternation, you are to do thus. (4 y Pm
all
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the Elections (by Probl. 3 .) of every Term of the Alternation out of the Number of
the correspondent Set ; which multiply continually together, the Product is so many of the
Choices sought : Then lastly, the Sum of all these Products, made for every Alternation of
every Distribution , is the Number sought.
Exa, 1. . Supposet\ vo Companies, the one of 5, and the other of 7 Men, out of which
are to be chosen 4 Men, so as a part be taken out of each : How many Choices are
there ? The Answer is 455 ; found thus,

0 The

^sets are 5 and 7, and the Number 4 has two distributions into parts,
1 -st 3 and 2 -st 2. (2° ') The Alternations oi these 2 distributions are only these,
1 -f- 3, 3 -st 1, 2 -st 2, then f3 ®‘) Comparing these Alternations with the sets, there
is none of them to be rejected ; and ( 4°*) the Elections of their parts in the Correspon¬
dent sets being taken and Multiplied, and the Products added together, as you see done be¬
low, the total Sum is 45 5.

■viz.

Sets.

5 - 7

Sets.

Sets.

5 - 7

5 • 7

„

075

Prod.«j 70
.4 210

Astern. 1 + 3
Astern. 3 -st 1
Astern. 2 -st 2
Elect. 5 x 35 = 175* Elect. 10 X 7 = 70. Elect . 10 x 21 = 210

455 sum

Ex/t. 2 . There are three Companies of
6, 7 Men ; out of which 5 Men are to
be chosen by Composition ; the Answer is 6055, found as in the following Work.

i 0> The distributions of 5 into 2 Parts are only 1 + 1 + 5 = 5
_
1 - st 2 -st 2 = 5
2°- The Alternations of the distribution 1 -st 1 -st 3 are these 1, x, 3 : 1, 3, 1, and
3, 1, 1; of the distribution I -st 2 -st 2, they are 1, 2, 2 : 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, each
of which can be taken in order out of the sets, 5, 6, 7 : and the Elections found, mul¬
tiplied and added, make in all 6055.
Sets.
5 - 6 : 7
Astern, i -st 1 -(- 3 — <5
Elect. 5 x 6x35 = 51050.

Sets.

Sets.

5 - 6 :7

5 - 6 : 7

Astern, j -st ^ -sti
Elect. 5 x 20 x 7 = 700

Astern. 3- sti 4 - 1
Elect . 10x6x7 420
=

Sets.
Sets.
Sets.
5 : 6 : 7
5: 6 :7
5 -6 :7
Astern. 1+ 2 ct-2
Alt. 2-stl -st2
Alt. 2 -st 2 "st 1
Elect. 5X 15X21= 21575. Ele . 10x6x21 = 1260. Efe. 10x15x7 = 1050.

'

IO50

"

1

iii .

.
1 ... r ■r.

■ ,? ■

'

.'

3
T3
a
kL

700
420

I 575
1260
1050

r,

- - ■

Sum 6055

~

r
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Exa. 3 . Suppose 9 Men are to be chosen by Composition out of 3 Companies, of 4,
, 0 Men.
<5

Sets. 4 : <5 : 6
si j - 21 + 7
^
c 2
3
o
5 co -l 1 4
2
r2 o 2
c; .5 2 3
L3 3
Q

^2

nS 1 ’ 1 ’ 7
i6 -< 1,7,1

!'

67 , 1 , 1

Lm.O
0« «so

si
11
J« 'a| 26. 12
a
/ 2
j6

, 2 ,
, 6 ,
,
76 ^
, 1 ,

l 6 z,

6
2
6

4 : 5 : 6

4 : 5 : 6

3d-5 %

■y

>
^ 1 *4
2 4tll-S 4 1- <-' 4
. 4

, 1 64

7tFl

{ljLi

If each of these Series of alternations (of the several distributions of the Number 9)
is compared in order with the Numbers of the Setts, 4, 5, 6 (in order to which I have
set these over the Alternations) then we find that none of the ist distribution are usefi.il, because 7 is greater than it's Correspondent Sett ; of the 2d distribution, the 'ad, 4th,
5th, 6th alternations are also useless, because 6 corresponds to the Sett 4 and 5, out
of which it cannot be taken ; also the 5th, 6th alternation of the third distribution ; and the
4.! of the 5th, are useless, all the other alternations serve: And Observe, That the distribu¬
tion which has one part greater than the Number of any of the Setts, is useless, au<j
therefore we need not take out it’s alternations ; nor the alternations 01 any other distribu¬
tion , wherein any part is greater than the Correspondent Sett out-cf which ,it should
be elected ; and therefore taking only the useful distributions and alternations, the whole
Work is as follows; where I have set the Elections not under, but in a line with tire
the Numbers elected; thus, the Elections of 1, 2, 6 (in 4 . 5 - 6) are 4,10, -1.
Setts.
Setts.
Elections.
4 - 5 -6
4 .5.6
f 1 • 2 . 4X10X1 = 4° j ’ C1 - 4 - 4
ist
3d <4 1• -4
6X 5X1
l 2 -i£4 . 4 . 1
, = 240
C 1 . 3 . 5 4X12X6
80
s2. 2 .5
.
2d >1 . 5 . 3 4X 1X27
2. 5. 2
11
Distributions.
>3 . 1. 5 !4 * 5X6120
=
24
X6
4
mX
.
( 3.5
5th 3 - 3 - 3

54

Setts.
Elections.

4 15 • 6 j Elections. .
2 - 3 - 4 Ax 10X15 - 922
2 * 4 * 3 6x -5x20 —600
,4 , 3 - 2 - 4 4X12X15 - 622

’

4X 5X15= 3°°
IX 5Xi 5 = 7 i
IX 5X 6— 30
6xtoX 6= 360
6X IXI 5 - 90
4X12X20 = 800

7 3-- 4 4

X 5X15 300

4 . 2 . 3 1x10X20 = 200

^4 - 3 - 2 1X10X15 - 150
2750-

7 :

!

51
’•

-x ' . .a"

The Snm of all these Products is ^34 -f- 1655 - se 2750 — 4739 ; the total Elections

of 9 in the 3 Companies, whereas a free Choice out of 15, the Sum of the z Com¬
.
_
panies is 5005.
tho’ this Work be indeed tedious in most Cases, yet it’s vastly easier
Observe, That
than the actual marking out of all the Choices out of the Setts ; which still would require
the distributing the Number to be chosen, andtlwn electing.
Demo

t

n.
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n . Some Part of the Number to be elected must. be taken out of each Sett,
Demc
■which is the reason of distributing that Number into as many Parts as there are Setts, and
doing this as many Ways as possible: But then the Parts of these Distributions may be apply’d variously to the Setts, which is the reason of taking all their Alternations and apply¬
ing them to the Setts ; for ’tis manifest that each of these different Applications or Ways
of taking the Parts of the Number to be elected, among the Setts, must make a different
Choice . But again, In each of these we are also to consider in what Part os the correspon¬
ding Sett it is taken, for that also must make a difference; so that the Elections of every
Number in its corresponding Sett being found, 'tis plain that we can join any Choice of
the Number taken out of one Sett with the Choice of the Numbers taken out of the other
Setts ; and consequently the Variety, in this respect, is the continual Product of the Num¬
bers of Choices of the several Parts of any Distribution out of its corresponding Sett.
Therefore , lastly, the Sum of all these Products is the Number sought

Problem

8t]l-

To find the EhElions of any Number n in another Number A7, of Things which arc
not all different, in that respect which makes the Variety of Choice.
R u J. e i ° ‘ Of the Number A7"take the several Parts that are like Things , and
.reckqn each of these Numbers as so many Setts; and all the remaining Things in N as
another Sett : Mark each Sett by its Number , and also by some Letter , ( because different
Setts niay have the fame Number, but, being Setts of different Things , they must have
another Distinction) and because all the Setts, except one, are fuppos’d to consist each of
like Things , (rho' different Setts consist of different Things ) distinguish that one by some
Mark . Then,
2° ’ Findall the Elections of n that can be had in that Sett which consists of Things
different, and for each of the other Setts reckon but one Election : But, if the number of
Things in any of these Setts is less than n, there ’s no Election. Then,
3° ’ Find and mark out all the Elections of every two Setts, of every 3, 4, &c. (as far
as the Number n) by their Letters and Numbers ; And,
4° - Find the Compositions of n in each of these Choices of different Setts, by Pr obi. 5,
6, and 7.
Lastly, The Sum of all these Compositions, and of the Elections in Article sd , is the
Number sought.
Exa. 1 . Suppose.4 to be elected out of 11, whereof 5 are like Things , and 6 disse¬
: The Choices of 4 in 5 ave 5 ; but the 5 being here all like Things,
ct b' rent
,is but one Choice ; then in the 6 different Things there are 15, both
ac there
make 16- Next there is but one Combination to be made of the
a d which
, because there are but two of them. Now, the Distributions of 4 into
a e Setts
Parts, with their Alternations, are 1 -j- 3, 3 + 1, and 2 + 2; and the
a f 2
Choices of these out of two Setts make in all 41, ( as in the annex d Opera£
) where the Sett 5 being of like Things,
Setits* 5 .6 tion
Choices in it are reckon’d but 1 ; And ro
_
1the
41 add the preceding 16, the Sum is 37,
eg 1 X 20 these
13 '

1 :■la. 15,5= 4

41 .
But if each of the Setts contains like Things , then the Answer would be only 5 ; For
there is 1 Choice in each Sett, and 1 for every Alternation of the Parts of 4 ; and if the
Things ' to be elected are 6, then the Elections are 6 ; for there is no Election in the one
Sett,
X xx 2
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Seer, and there is but 1 in the other : Then the Distributions of 6 arc - 1 -f- 5, 2 + 4,
3 H-- z, and the two former have2 Alternations
, but each of them has butxElectionin the two Setts, which make in all 3 ■and this, with the former 1 in the Sett 6, is
in all 6.
Exa. 2 d. To find the Choices of 4 out of i 3, whereof 6 are like Things , and 5 also
like, and 7 different : The Answer is 201, which is found as in the following Work ; for
the understanding whereof nothing needs be said, but that the Sett 7r which consists of
Things all different, is distinguiih’d by a Cross.
A . B
6 5.

4 •4

C
7
4

-4
A. C
6 7-

B
5

1 4 14 -35 = 37,the
funx of the Choices of
4 in the several Setts.

4B .C
5 -7

:

-4A . B . C.
6 - 5-7

1 + 3* iX -— 1 1-H erf1X 35 i -+-3crf iX35 i -bi -f-2^ I XI X 2I
iji 1 X I — i 3+ ijS I X 7 3+ 1^ 1 X 7 x f 2-1-14 1 Xi X 7

3 4

2 -4 - 2W 1 X i — 1

24 - 2^ IX 21' 24 -2” 1X 21 2 fi + i Wi Xi X _7
63
- .64
. ; 35

Then 37 4 - 3 -f- 63 -f~ 63 -f - 35 =

201, the Number sought.

Demon.
The
Reason of this Rule consists all in this ; That when any Number n
is to be elected out of any Number N without limitation ; and if the Number ■As,1*s any
how distributed into Parts A 4 T 4 6, &c. then it ’s.certain that every Choice of
?/ out of the whole Sum must either be taken out of some 1 of these Parts, or out pf some
2, or 3, ©r. of them ( proceeding to a Number of Parts equal' to n, for we canndt distri¬
bute it into more Parts than n has Units , and find some Part of n in each Part of N .)
Then , for the Manner of takingn out of these Setts or Parts of A7, the Reason is con¬
tain d in the Problems refer’d to.

Problem

9tJlI

.

To find the Sum of all the EleSlions of every Number in any Number N, which are
not all different Things , without finding the Elections of any particular Number,
Rule.
Separate the Number N into Setts, as in the last Problem then
;
find the
Aim of a Geometrical Series from 1 in the Ratio of 1 : 2, whose Number of Terms is
the Number of Things in that Sett which are all different Things : Next take one of the
Setts which consists of Things all like, and by its Number multiply the preceding Sum,
and to the Product add that preceding Sum, and also the Multiplier : This last Sum mul¬
tiply by the Number of another Sett of like Things , and to the Product add the last Sum,
and also the Multiplier : and thus go on, multiplying the last Sum by the Number of ano¬
ther Sett of like Things , adding the last Sum and Multiplier to the Product till you have
gone thro' all the Setts : The Sum of all these Sums is the Answer of the Question. ■'
Exa. To elect every Number out
4 different, the Answer is 253.
are (by Pr obi. 4.) 12
+ 4+ 8=
then 47 x 3 = J41 . and 141 4 - 47
tire Number fought.

of 9 Things whereof 2 are like, and 3 are like, and
For , the whole Elections in the 4 different Things
15 ; Then 15 X 2 — go . andzO - sxZct - 2 = 47.
-j * 3 =
Lastly, 15 4 - 47 4 ~ iAi — 253,
DEMON.
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However many different Things there are in the
ist Sett, the Elections sought in that Number are ac-

bc . bd . be . bee .fb , bff . bfff f ; 2 or
more of them are the fame, the combining
abc . ed
these
with
each of the preceding, will produce only
abd
the same Elections : But then taking 1, or 2, or 3, £«?r.
&c.
acd
of these like Things ( to the greatest Number of them)
bed
what
you take consider’d by it self, and also join ’d
abed
with each of the preceding Elections, makes so many
new Elections : And thus going thro’ them all, we
have the whole Election sought, according to the Rule,
as the annex’d Scheme will easily shew.
Problem

i ot!l-

To find the Compositions of a Number out of an equal number of Setts ; When the
Things in the several Setts are different ( i . e. there is nothing in one £ ett which is in
any other) but the Individuals of the same Sett such, that 2 or more of them are the same
or like Things , which may obtain in any one or more Setts.
Rule.
Each Sett, whose Individuals are all the same Things , are to be rcckon’d
as if there were but one Thing in it : And if in any Sett there is any Part consisting of
the fame Things , reckon all that Part as it were but one Thing ; then apply the Rule of
Problem 5th.
Ex a. Suppose 3 Setts of Things , one of 6 Things ! all different ; another of 4, but
which are all the same Things ; another of 8 Things , whereof 5 are like, and 3 are like.
To find the Compositions of 3 in these three Setts, we must reckon the 2d Sett as having
but 1 Thing , and the 3d as having 2, and then the Number sought is6 X I x 2 — 12.
a
b
c

b
b
b

d h
e

f

m The
Reason of this Rule is obvious. So, in the preceding Example, we
m can join each Thing in the first Sett with h, and with m, or with n nor
;
have
m we any more Choice, since every h, m, and n are the same.
m
n
n
n

Problem

ii ^ *

To find the Compositions of any Number in a greater number of Setts, Circumstance?
being as in the last Problem,
Rule.
Reckon all the Things that are the same, or like, in any Sett, as but one
Thing , and proceed by Probl . 6.
Pro

b le

m

12

th*

To find the Compositions of any Number A7'in a lesser Number n of
stances being as in Probl. 10.

Setts, Circum¬

Rule.
Apply the first 3 Steps of the Rule of Pr obi .7 ; and for the third Step
(i . e. taking the Elections of the Parts of N out of the corresponding Setts) we must
distinguish thus : i °, If any Sett has all its Individuals like,' there is but one Election.
But,
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But, 2°, if they are neither all like, nor all different, find the Elections of the correspon¬
ding Part of IV in that Sett by Pr obi. 8.
The Reason is obvious.
Schoi.

In

the Matter of Compositions we have hitherto suppos’d, that there is

no Thing in one Sett which is the fame, or like to what is in any other Sett : But now,
if we suppose it otherwise, i. e. that there are several Things the fame, or like, in several
Setts, this is a new Limitation , and more difficult than the former, and indeed is such as
1have not found lnw to bring under any General Rules : Some particular Cases have
their proper Rules, that will be easily discovert! when they occur, but what has been al¬
ready done being the principal Part of this Doctrine, and the Foundation of what else
relates to it, I shall not insist much further on these Things , only add one Problem more,

T/p.
Problem

13

th-

The Individuals of several Setts of Things being the fame or like Things , i. e. the
Things that are in any one Sett, ( however like or unlike among themselves) being the
fame, and the seme in Number , as are in all the other Setts ; To find the different Com¬
positions of a number of these Things equal to the number of Setrs,
i 0i If any of the Things is oftner than once in the seme Sett, reckon as
Rule
it were but once ; Then , 20, take the Arithmetical Progression j , 2, 3, Sic. to such a
number of Terms as the number of different Things in each Sett ; take the Series of their
Sums continually from the beginning, the last of them is the number of Compositions
fought in two Setts; Again ; Take the Sums of their Series continually from the begin¬
ning, the last of them is the number of Compositions in three Setts. Go on thus taking
the Sums of every succeeding Series of Sums, and the last Term is the Number for a
number of Setts equal to the number of Series from the beginning of the Work.
If there are 2 Setts, and 4 Things in each, the Compositions of 2
Thus :
are 10 ; if there are 3 Setts, the Compositions of 3 are 20 ; and
• 2 • ^ • 4
so on.
,3 . 6. 10
.
. 4 ID.
&c.

20

a a a
b b b
c c c &c.
d d d

Df . mon

.

Suppose only

2 Setts ; then the first Letter

a of the

second Sett may be join ’d with each of the first. Sett; but the second
Letter b is not to be join d with the a of the first Sett, because that
coincides with the Combination of the a of the second, and b of the
first Sett ; and se>the b of the second Sett is combin’d only with the b of
the first Sett, and with all below. For the seme Reason the c of the
second Sett is join ’d only with the c of the first Sett, and with all below,

and so on thro’ the other Letters . All which joinings, taking the whole Combinations
of each Letter of the second Sett with all from the same Letter downwards in the first Sett,
as one Term , makes an Arithmetical Series 1, 2, 3, &c. to a number of Terms equal to
the number of Things in the Sett ; and it’s plain, that the Sum of them is the total Com¬
Again ; For the seine Reason the a of the third Sett
positions of 2 in the two Setts.
will join with each Composition of 2 in the preceding two Setts ; but the b must begin
only to be join ’d with bb of the preceding Compositions, and with none in which a is;
i . e. it will be in as many Compositions of 2 as are in two Setts which have one Thing
fewer, which must be the next lefler T erm of the second Series : And the c of the third
Sett wist in like manner be join ’d with cc, and all the Compositions of 2 in the preceding
two Setts which have neither b nor a, ( i. e. as many as the Compositions of 2 in two
Setts which have two Things fewer than the last) which must be the next lesser Terra
of the second Scries ; and so on thro’ all the Letters of the third Sett : So that the total
Compositions of 3 in the three Setts is the Sum of all the Terms of the second Series.
The seme Reason is manifest, however many Setts there are.
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